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NOTE about this document:
● Prepared in Winter 2014, this document along with others sought to convey understandings
pertaining to Integrative Science as a concentration with innovative MSIT science courses within
the Bachelor of Science Community Studies (BScCS) four year degree at Cape Breton University.
They were prepared by Cheryl Bartlett to aid anticipated group discussions about potentially
reinvigorating the Integrative Science concentration and the BScCS degree, given that both had
become non-functional around 2010. The documents were not used and reinvigoration of
Integrative Science and the BScCS did not occur.
● Collectively, the documents provide an overview of: (1) the work and resources that would
have been required in order to proceed towards an envisioned reinvigoration of Integrative
Science, and (2) the overall nature and evolving relationships for Integrative Science from its
original vision and configuration as an academic program in the late 1990s guided by Two-Eyed
Seeing through to its relationships with national developments in the 2000s and early 2010s. The
period 1999 to the mid-2000s saw remarkable success for Integrative Science, including
numerous students enrolled in the MSIT courses created for Integrative Science; several students
graduate with a BScCS – Integrative Science degree; eleven students earn NSERC-USRAs and
some students receive other scholarships; many students engaged in community workshops,
summer research projects, and elementary school science outreach; and the Integrative Science
program itself receive a national award of recognition from the Canadian Council on Learning.

www.integrativescience.ca
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INTEGRATIVE SCIENCE

TWO-EYED SEEING

= bringing together
Indigenous and Western
scientific knowledges and
ways of knowing
(as knowledge systems)

= learning to see with
the strengths in both
Indigenous and Western
knowledges and ways
... and use them together

a document to share
“information, resources, positioning, and congruencies”
towards better and broader understandings of
Integrative Science and Two-Eyed Seeing
A series of documents has been created to help justify
and contextualize efforts and approaches towards
revitalizing the Integrative Science academic program,
including CBU’s Bachelor of Science Community Studies
(BScCS) degree which houses Integrative Science.
The documents in the series rely heavily on the use of images,
congruent with the request that Integrative Science encourage
learning in a visual way, a request made by Mi’kmaq community
members when the academic program was conceived in the
mid-1990s. The ability to read images and ponder a visual
landscape – i.e. to sense patterns, changes, and resonances, and
begin to interpret them – is both an Aboriginal traditional skill
and a modern science skill … i.e., an Integrative Science skill.
Oral communication – a second skill and one particularly
emphasized in Aboriginal traditional ways – can then facilitate
the creation of shared meaning. As such, it becomes a
desirable, although not absolutely essential, travelling
companion for visual learning and visual thinking.

SUMMARY:

This document “new Science in Community (SciC) courses required” provides information that can be
mobilized to address some of the requirements within CBU’s institutional processes for proposing and approving new
courses. The new courses (labelled “SciC”) are to provide Two-Eyed Seeing, inquiry-based, experiential learning
opportunities for students who will, in the main, work together to create shared understandings pertinent to FN
community interests within science and science-related issues and needs. This appeal to learning by way of a process
that is creative, collaborative, collective, and community relevant positions intentions for the courses firmly within
Aboriginal understandings about nourishing the Learning Spirit within a lifelong learning journey. The document begins
with “community”: a reminder of Elder Gwen Bear’s teachings about community, a reminder of community within CCL’s
FN Holistic Lifelong Learning Model, a key extract from AFN’s 2012 report “Supporting First Nations Learners
Transitioning to Post-Secondary” which emphasizes the importance of educational work tied to community, and a
synoptic look at AFN’s 2007 model for wholistic policy and planning wherein bonding and bridging within and among FN
communities are emphasized along with community linkages to formal institutions. A reminder is then provided of
transdisciplinary approaches as the means by which the Western (mainstream) science community (particularly in
Europe) has given itself permission to engage with values and knowledges of other communities including those
considered non-academic or non-scientific (although, re latter, see document “UC-what is science?”). Transdisciplinarity
is, therefore, a major dimension in the new SciC courses. Plus, it has considerable resonance with Integrative Science
guided by Two-Eyed Seeing (see document “relationships with transdisciplinarity”); consequently, the co-learning
essentials developed for Two Eyed Seeing (with respect to epistemologies, knowledge objectives, methodologies, and
ontologies) are featured. The positioning of SciC courses in the structure of CBU’s BScCS four year degree is diagrammed.
Two SciC courses are intended to be available at every level in the 4 year degree. However, since a particular offering (or
section) may have a mix of students from different year levels, it will not be necessary to create eight new courses.
More information about the design for the new SciC courses is outlined, including reference to the separate document
entitled “Learning Outcomes Framework”. Emphasis is placed on partnership desirability with the Mi’kmaq Economic
Benefits Office and relationship renewal with other community organizations with whom Integrative Science had
previously interacted or is/should now. Attention is drawn to skills gaps recently identified by ECO Canada, with the
possibility that the SciC courses address them. The document indicates that the next step in the creation of new SciC
courses is the drafting of formal course proposals, congruent with CBU process. Attention is drawn to the fact that SciC
courses have potential beyond Integrative Science, beyond CBU’s BScCS degree, and beyond CBU, and that diverse
delivery formats can and should be considered. Enlarged versions of the document’s “learning outcomes framework” for
the new courses are found at the end, along with numerous references.
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NEW COURSES

SciC (Science in Community)
The new SciC courses will be key in rebuilding the core of the
BScCS degree, as they will enable the vision for “science learning
with and for community” as per the degree submission to, and
approval by, CBU Academic Council and MPHEC in 1997 and 1999,
respectively (plus in 1999 and 2001 for Integrative Science).

* numerous references available, e.g. Anuik. J.

2013. Nourishing the Learning Spirit: Coming To Know and Validating Knowledge:
Foundational Insights on Indian Control of Indian Education in Canada. In: J. Reyhner, J, Martin, L. Lockard & W.S. Gilbert. (Eds.). Honoring
Our Children: Culturally Appropriate Approaches for Teaching Indigenous Students (pp. 77-92). Flagstaff, AZ: Northern Arizona University.
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SciC (Science in Community)

multiple foci to life
within communities
WHY?
multiple foci
in this UC
document

multiple foci
within a course
intending to explore
“Science in Community”

NEW COURSES

SciC (Science in Community)

when
unbalanced:
runs on

greed

when
balanced:
runs on

community

e.g. money
or power

life
affirming
energy

Ken Paul, APCFNC Director of Fisheries (formerly DFO and Parks Canada)
explaining Elder Gwen Bear’s teachings about community
at 2004 CEPI – lntegrative Science community workshop in Wagmatcook, NS
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SciC (Science in Community)

social

economic

spiritual
& cultural

political

community

CCL Lifelong Learning Model
The individuals’s well-being supports the
cultural, social, political and economic
“Collective Well-Being”, represented by the
FOUR CLUSTERS OF LEAVES.
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SciC (Science in Community)

community
page 36

importance of
embedding community
dimensions throughout
PSE programming
and in support services
for First Nations learners
(see document that
examines AFN 2012 report)

http://www.afn.ca/uploads/files/education2/postsecondarytransitionsreport.pdf
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SciC (Science in Community)

community

MODEL
enlarged next page

http://ahrnets.ca/files/2011/02/AFN_Paper_2007.pdf
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SciC (Science in Community)

http://ahrnets.ca/files/2011/02/AFN_Paper_2007.pdf

NEW COURSES:

SciC (Science in Community)

nourishing the Learning Spirit*
by way of an invitation to learn within new SciC courses that feature
creative, collaborative, and collective processes
within community relevant issues and needs

* numerous references available, e.g. Anuik. J.

2013. Nourishing the Learning Spirit: Coming To Know and Validating Knowledge:
Foundational Insights on Indian Control of Indian Education in Canada. In: J. Reyhner, J, Martin, L. Lockard & W.S. Gilbert. (Eds.). Honoring
Our Children: Culturally Appropriate Approaches for Teaching Indigenous Students (pp. 77-92). Flagstaff, AZ: Northern Arizona University.
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SciC (Science in Community)

passive learning
learning by creating
shared understanding

Formal Learning
self-directed learning

* three different approaches

* from: Fisher, G., 2000, Symmetry of Ignorance, Social Creativity, and Meta-Design
http://l3d.cs.colorado.edu/~gerhard/papers/kbs2000.pdf
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SciC (Science in Community)

transdisciplinary (TD)
approach

learning by creating
shared understanding
http://www.transdisciplinarity.ch/e/Transdisciplinarity/purpose

* The term “transdisciplinary” has evolved from its more literal
meaning of transcending the traditional boundaries of university-based
research to include the participation of extra-academic stakeholders.
* page 1147 in Carew, A.L. and Wickson, F, 2010, The TD Wheel:
a heuristic to shape, support, and evaluate transdisciplinary research, Futures 42: 1146-1155
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SciC (Science in Community)

see UC document that explores

Transdisciplinary (TD)
research principles
vis-à-vis

Integrative Science
and Two-Eyed Seeing
(doc = “UC-TD-IntSci-TwoEyedSeeing”)

learning by creating
shared understanding
= community

* The term “transdisciplinary” has evolved from its more literal
meaning of transcending the traditional boundaries of university-based
research to include the participation of extra-academic stakeholders.
* page 1147 in Carew, A.L. and Wickson, F, 2010, The TD Wheel:
a heuristic to shape, support, and evaluate transdisciplinary research, Futures 42: 1146-1155
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SciC (Science in Community)

Two-Eyed Seeing
is a guiding principle
= learn to see with strengths in
different perspectives
and learn to use these together
for the benefit of all
learning by creating
shared understanding
= community

CO-LEARNING
with community

= “a must” for
transdisciplinary work

While transcending discipline boundaries certainly
remains an important activity of TD researchers, [others] have made
reference to a range of related boundaries beyond discipline-based
knowledge divides that TD researchers transcend. These include:
affect/effect or fact/value; epistemological divides; and various
systems conceptualization and boundary judgements.
from page 1147, in Carew, A.L. and Wickson, F, 2010, The TD Wheel:
a heuristic to shape, support, and evaluate transdisciplinary research, Futures 42: 1146-1155)

SciC (Science in Community)
POTENTIAL TOPIC AREAS

enabling different exploration … list can be expanded

1) sustainable energy and environment
a. energy generation-storage-transmission
b. ecotourism
c. environmental assessment for TEK purposes
d. ecosystem stewardship, e.g. Bras d’Or Lakes Biosphere, CEPI
2) health
a. ecosystem health
b. human health
c. active transportation
3) climate change
4) sustainable resource co-management
a. fisheries, aquaculture, forestry
5) non-sustainable resource extraction
a. fracking, mining, oil sands
6) Integrative Science outreach
a. Gr 6-12: science fairs, summer camps
b. professional upgrading (various)
7) science entrepreneurship

SciC (Science in Community)
POTENTIAL TOPIC AREAS

CORE

Community Partners
(potential, with others TBD)

SciC
(18)

ELECTIVES

(30)
CORE

other
(30)

CONCENTRATION

other
(18)
CONCENTRATION

MSIT
(24)

SciC (Science in Community)
design
❖ 4 course levels (1st – 4th year), each with 2 numbered courses
❖ topics (see potential topic list) to be taught at any level, with different
learning outcomes by level (consult “Learning Outcomes Framework”)
❖ particular topic can have a sub-focus
❖ instructors drawn from both CBU and community
❖ community partner to be identified for each topic
❖ entrepreneurship and business linkage
embedded in every topic, every course
❖ a course section can have a mix of students from different year levels
❖ a student could repeat a topic twice (maximum)
❖ a BScCS student could do two courses (maximum) at Year 1 level
and two courses (maximum) at Year 2 level
❖ a BScCS student must do at least one course at Year 3 level and at least
one at Year 4 level
❖ Co-ordinator required

SciC (Science in Community)
“Learning Outcomes Framework”

GENERAL
Two-Eyed Seeing
Story as Knowledge
Knowledge as Story
various
knowledge
models and theories
knowledge
generation,
transmission,
gardening,
translation

SciC (Science in Community)
“Learning Outcomes Framework”

1st
BY YEAR
LEVELS

2nd
3rd
4th
topics taught
at any level, but with
different learning outcomes
by level

SciC (Science in Community)
positioned by year in 4 year BScCS degree

1st

A particular offering (or section) can accommodate a mix of students from
different year levels. Therefore, it will not be necessary to create
eight totally different courses. Rather, it will be necessary
to have eight different course numbers, along
with different learning outcomes
nd
defined for each level.

2

3rd
RECALL:
❖
❖
❖
❖

4th

TWO COURSES
at each year level
= eight different
course numbers
BUT NOT
eight totally
different courses

4 year levels (1st – 4th), each with two appropriately numbered courses
a course section can have a mix of students from different year levels
topics can be taught at any level, with different learning outcomes by level
consult “Learning Outcomes Framework” document

SciC (Science in Community)
positioned by year in 4 year BScCS degree

1st

A particular offering (or section) can accommodate a mix of students from
different year levels. Therefore, it will not be necessary to create
eight totally different courses. Rather, it will be necessary
to have eight different course numbers, along
with different learning outcomes
nd
defined for each level.

2

3rd
4th

student to position the
18 credits of SciC
courses (toes )
according to interests,
with maximum of two at
each of 1st and 2nd year
levels and at least
one at 3rd year and
one at 4th year levels

SciC: 6 courses (each 3 credits = 18 total) required in CORE of BScCS

SciC (Science in Community)
positioned by structure for the 4 year BScCS degree
“EXPLORE in the CORE”
science or science-related
needs or issues in community
via inquiry-based,
experiential learning courses

CORE

SciC
(18)

ELECTIVES

(30)
CORE

other
(30)

CONCENTRATION

other
(18)
CONCENTRATION

MSIT
(24)
learning by creating
shared understanding

BScCS DEGREE STRUCTURE
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= credits within 120 total credit degree

SciC (Science in Community)
positioned by structure for the 4 year BScCS degree

DEGREE WORK NEED #1:
● develop new “Science in Community
(SciC)” courses for science inquiry for
community-based issues or needs, using
(18 credits required in core)
learning by creating
shared understanding

core
CORE
ELECTIVES

SciC
(18)

(30)
CORE

other
(30)
other
NEW: SciC courses, N = 4 levels (x 2/level), each 3 credits (rebuild OLD 3 x 6 credit courses)
(18)
→ guiding principle: Two-Eyed Seeing as per that of Mi’kmaq Elder Albert Marshall
CONCENTRATION
→ approach: transdisciplinary methodologies + community engagement
methodologies
MSIT
→ embedded additional: entrepreneurship and business linkage
• "transdisciplinary" (TD) as such is becoming the "acceptable way" by(24)
which the
natural sciences community is giving itself permission to engage with community
knowledge and community knowledge holders
• “community engagement” with special focus on Indigenous community processes,
protocols, and partners plus also accommodate understandings of other approaches
• entrepreneurship and business linkageS
CONCENTRATION

SciC (Science in Community)
positioned by structure for the 4 year BScCS degree

DEGREE WORK NEED #1:
● develop new “Science in Community
(SciC)” courses for science inquiry for
community-based issues or needs, using
(18 credits required in core)
learning by creating
shared understanding

core
CORE
ELECTIVES

SciC
(18)

(30)
CORE

other
(30)
other
NEW: SciC courses, N = 4 levels (x 2/level), each 3 credits (rebuild OLD 3 x 6 credit courses)
(18)
→ guiding principle: Two-Eyed Seeing as per that of Mi’kmaq Elder Albert Marshall
CONCENTRATION
→ approach: transdisciplinary methodologies + community engagement
methodologies
MSIT
→ embedded additional: entrepreneurship and business linkage
(24)
CONCENTRATION

1. Technological change
2. Knowledge of sustainable development
3. Interdisciplinary thinkers (Interdisciplinary ≈ Transdisciplinary)

explanations
on next pages

http://www.eco.ca/community/blog/3-skillsgreen-businesses-need-now/43183/

1

learning by creating
shared understanding

http://www.eco.ca/community/blog/3-skillsgreen-businesses-need-now/43183/

2

learning by creating
shared understanding

http://www.eco.ca/community/blog/3-skillsgreen-businesses-need-now/43183/

3

↔ note ≈ transdisciplinary

learning by creating
shared understanding

http://www.eco.ca/community/blog/3-skillsgreen-businesses-need-now/43183/
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↔ note ≈ transdisciplinary

learning by creating
shared understanding

SciC: explore
science or science-related
needs or issues in community
via inquiry-based,
experiential learning courses

learning by creating
shared understanding

NEXT STEP REQUIRED
FOR SUBMISSION
OF PROPOSAL
FOR NEW COURSE(S)

other degrees and other deployments
SciC (Science in Community)
question
of
purpose

MANY
POSSIBILITIES
BScCS - Integrative Science
BScCS - other
BSc Biology
BSc Nursing
BA (in-community delivery)
all other CBU degrees
degrees of other universities
MSAP (Mi’kmaq Science Advantage Program)
Aboriginal Health
Sciences Pathways

Integrative Science in PSE

SciC (Science in Community)

Learning Outcomes Framework

proposed “LEARNING OUTCOMES FRAMEWORK” for
envisioned new SCIENCE IN COMMUNITY (SciC) COURSES
The “Learning Outcomes Framework” outlined here for the new SciC courses being envisioned is part of the overall
work required to revitalize CBU’s four year Bachelor of Science Community Studies (BScCS) degree, including the
Integrative Science concentration.

SciC courses (each 3 credits, or ½ year courses) are compulsory in the core of the BScCS degree and 18 credits, in
total, are required. Two courses are envisioned for each year level in the four year degree, or eight courses in total.
However, given that a particular offering (course) is intended to accommodate a mix of students from different year
levels, it will not be necessary to create eight totally different courses. Rather, it will be necessary to have eight
different course numbers, along with different learning outcomes defined for each level. The Learning Outcomes
Framework includes both general information and information by year, for the SciC courses.
The format by which a particular course offering can accommodate a mix of students from different year levels
enables a learning environment in which more senior students will be able (and also expected) to help junior
students. This “across the levels” can be viewed as somewhat akin to intergenerational learning, which is
frequently encouraged (as Elder ↔ youth) within the literature for Aboriginal education.
Furthermore:
1) Each SciC course is intended as 6 contact hours/week (following standard time expectation for a CBU science
course). Delivery format and means may vary, while abiding by these overall expectations.
2) SciC courses are Two-Eyed Seeing courses in which students interested in Integrative Science and/or natural
science are provided with the opportunity to learn within an inquiry-based, experiential process that extends
into, and includes, community.
3) “Transdisciplinary” (TD) sensu Concept B in Pohl (2011) and further explicated in Bergmann et al. (2012) is a term
of choice used herein. TD approaches are the means by which the Western (mainstream) science community
(albeit mainly in Europe) has given itself permission to engage with values and knowledges considered to be nonacademic and non-scientific. The UC document “what is science?” should be consulted for other perspectives
with respect to “non-scientific”, however.

4)

5)
6)

The Learning Outcomes Framework embeds the intent that students “learn to co-learn” in collective,
collaborative, and creative ways to explore topics congruent with science and science-related issues and needs in
communities.
Co-learning can be defined as “learning together + learning from each other + learning the common (within
perspectives to worldviews) + learning the differences (within perspectives to worldviews)”.
Co-learning for each course will, by design, also include the professor and, ideally, community members.

Course offerings will be at all four levels within the four year BScCS degree (or other), namely 1st - 4th, and
such will be reflected in course numbers. Outcomes at higher levels are to be inclusive of outcomes at
lower levels.
8) As previously indicated, any particular offering can accommodate a mix of students at different levels in
which case students at higher levels will be expected to help those in lower levels.
9) Students will be expected to demonstrate understandings by way of expressive communication (oral and
written, plus other) for diverse audiences.
10) With increasing course level, students will be expected to demonstrate increased competency of
communication skills, increased depth and breadth of understanding of various knowledge models and
theories and their applications, and increased understandings of the topics both in isolation and within
community contexts.
7)

11) A student in the BScCS, to satisfy the requirements of the degree core, may take a maximum of two
courses at the 1st year level and a maximum of two at the 2nd year level, plus the same student must take
at least one at the 3rd year level and at least one at the 4th year level.

SciC (Science in Community)

some specific references
(to support Learning Outcomes Framework)

SELECT REFERENCES and RESOURCES
for “LEARNING OUTCOMES FRAMEWORK” as proposed for
new SCIENCE IN COMMUNITY (SciC) COURSES
(document prepared in Winter 2014)

A. Topic and Source: Integrative Science and Two-Eyed Seeing
• Integrative Science website: www.integrativescience.ca. Numerous articles and presentations
(various authors) accessible under “Presentations and Articles” (for years up to and including 2012)
and under “News” and/or “Archives” (for 2013 and subsequent years).

B. Source: Canadian Council on Learning (CCL) – Aboriginal Learning Knowledge Centre documents
• CCL. 2007. First Nations Holistic Lifelong Learning Model. http://www.cclcca.ca/ccl/Reports/RedefiningSuccessInAboriginalLearning/RedefiningSuccessModelsFirstNations.ht
ml
• CCL. 2007. Redefining How Success is Measured in First Nations, Inuit and Métis Learning.
http://www.ccl-cca.ca/pdfs/RedefiningSuccess/Redefining_How_Success_Is_Measured_EN.pdf
• CCL. 2007. Lillian Sankhulani. Gender Issues in Aboriginal Learning. http://www.cclcca.ca/pdfs/AbLKC/SankhulaniGenderIssues20100827.pdf
• CCL. 2007. Scott Tunison. Aboriginal Learning: a Review of Current Metrics of Success.
http://www.ccl-cca.ca/pdfs/ablkc/Report_ScottTunisons_Apr2009_EN.pdf
• CCL. 2008. Ningwakwe Priscilla George. Aboriginal Adult Literacy; nourishing their learning spirits.
http://www.ccl-cca.ca/pdfs/ablkc/NourishingSpirits_LitReview_en.pdf
• CCL. 2008. Yvonne Vizina. Nourishing the Learning Spirit: Elders’ Dialogue. http://www.cclcca.ca/pdfs/ablkc/ATB2_EldersDialogue_EN.pdf
• CCL. 2008. Mary Jeanne Barrett. Nourishing the Learning Spirit: Learning Through Spirit.
http://en.copian.ca/library/research/ccl/nourishing_spirit/nourishing_spirit.pdf
• CCL. 2008. Lessons in Learning: The Benefits of Experiential Learning. http://www.cclcca.ca/pdfs/LessonsInLearning/Feb-21-08-Benefit-of-exper.pdf
• CCL. 2008. Verna St. Denis, Jim Silver, Brenda Ireland, Ningkakwe Priscilla George, and Rita Bouvier.
Reclaiming the Learning Spirit: Learning from Our Experience. http://www.cclcca.ca/pdfs/AbLKC/ReclaimingLearningSpirit_May2009_EN.pdf
• CCL. 2008. Paul Cappon. Measuring Success in First Nations, Inuit, and Métis Learning.
http://www.ccl-cca.ca/pdfs/CEOCorner/Cappon_PolicyOptions.pdf
• CCL. 2008/2009. Saskatchewan Ministry of Education. Post Secondary Education: In Support of First
Nations and Inuit Students. http://www.ccl-cca.ca/pdfs/AbLKC/ATB4_PostSecondary_en.pdf
• CCL. 2008. Sharing the Flame; Celebrating Effective Learning Practices. http://www.cclcca.ca/pdfs/SharingFlame/SharingTheFlame2009_EN_11dec.pdf
• CCL. 2009. Brenda Ireland. Moving from the Head to the Heart: Addressing the “Indian’s Canada
Problem” in Reclaiming the Learning Spirit – Aboriginal Learners in Education. http://www.cclcca.ca/pdfs/ablkc/AboriginalLearnersEdu_en.pdf
• CCL. 2009. Patricia Kovacs. Synthesis Report of the Aboriginal Learning Knowledge Centre’s
literature reviews: Responsive Educational Systems.
http://en.copian.ca/library/research/ccl/responsive_edu_system/responsive_edu_system.pdf
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CCL. 2009. Sakej Henderson. When Learning Draws Us In Like Magnets, Our Heart and Brain
Connect to Animate Our Worldviews in Practice. http://www.cclcca.ca/pdfs/ablkc/ATB5_LearningDraws_EN.pdf
CCL. 2009. Technology and Learning – Literature Review. http://www.cclcca.ca/NR/rdonlyres/05258C8C-F974-4CDA-B1D2-7826B4F4CCDA/0/LiteratureReviewforATB6.pdf
CCL. 2009. Leroy Little Bear. Naturalizing Indigenous Knowledge – synthesis paper.
http://www.ccl-cca.ca/pdfs/ablkc/naturalizeIndigenous_en.pdf
CCL. 2009. Sakej Henderson. Sharing Success – Pedagogy of Professionals and Practitioners.
http://www.ccl-cca.ca/pdfs/ablkc/ATB5_POPP_SharingSuccess.pdf
CCL. 2010. Kevin O’Connor. Experiential Learning in an Indigenous Context: Integration of place,
experience and criticality in educational practice. http://www.cclcca.ca/pdfs/FundedResearch/OConnor_FullReport.pdf
CCL. 2011. What is the Future of Learning in Canada. http://www.cclcca.ca/pdfs/CEOCorner/2010-10-11WhatistheFutureofLearninginCanada.pdf
CCL. Not dated. Red Crow Community College & FNAHEC. Living Report: Aboriginal Learning From
Place. http://www.ccl-cca.ca/NR/rdonlyres/DEAB2A05-271B-4DED-B21EEB73938B809C/0/LivingReport.pdf
CCL. Not dated. Technology and Learning – Aboriginal – best practices. http://www.cclcca.ca/NR/rdonlyres/05258C8C-F974-4CDA-B1D2-7826B4F4CCDA/0/LiteratureReviewforATB6.pdf

C. Source: Assembly of First Nations (AFN)
• AFN. 2007. First Nations Wholistic Policy and Planning Model.
http://ahrnets.ca/files/2011/02/AFN_Paper_2007.pdf
• AFN. 2009. Community Dialogues on First Nations Holistic Lifelong Learning; learning as a
community for renewal and growth.
http://www.afn.ca/uploads/files/education2/community_dialogues_on_first_nations_holistic_lifelo
ng_learning,_2009.pdf
• AFN. 2009. Performance Measurement.
http://www.fnesc.ca/Attachments/Regional%20Mtgs/AFN_Bkgrd_Piece_on_Performance_Measure
ment.pdf
• AFN. 2010. First Nations Control of First Nations Education; it’s our vision – it’s our time.
http://www.afn.ca/uploads/files/education/3._2010_july_afn_first_nations_control_of_first_nation
s_education_final_eng.pdf
• AFN. 2010. It’s Our Time: A Call to Action on Education A Year in Review: 2010-2011.
http://www.afn.ca/uploads/files/education/11-06-11_a_call_to_action_year_in_review.pdf
• AFN. 2010. Taking action for First Nations post-secondary education: access, opportunity, and
outcomes. http://indigenouspeoplesissues.com/attachments/article/5805/mfnps.pdf
• AFN. 2012. Nurturing the Learning Spirit of First Nation Students – The Report of the National Panel
on First Nation Elementary and Secondary Education for Students on Reserve
http://www.afn.ca/uploads/files/education2/national-panel.pdf
• AFN. 2012. Summary of: Nurturing the Learning Spirit of First Nation Students.
http://www.afn.ca/uploads/files/education/sr_summary_of_the_national_panel_report_feb_14_20
12_final.pdf
• AFN. 2012. Supporting First Nations Learners Transitioning to Post-Secondary.
http://www.afn.ca/uploads/files/education2/postsecondarytransitionsreport.pdf
• AFN. 2012. First Nations Lifelong Learning Assessment Report.
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http://www.afn.ca/uploads/files/education/first_nations_lifelong_learning_report.pdf
AFN. 2013. Jurisdiction Principles in First Nations Education – Components of an Education
Framework for First Nations Jurisdiction over Education.
http://www.afn.ca/uploads/files/education/jurisdictionprinciplesfirstnationseducation.pdf
AFN. 2014. A Clear Path Forward on First Nations Education.
http://www.afn.ca/uploads/files/education/a_clear_path_forward_on_first_nations_education.pdf
AFN. 2014. A Clear Path Forward on First Nations Education: Backgrounder – First Nations
Education Funding.
http://www.afn.ca/uploads/files/education/backgrounder_first_nations_education_funding.pdf

D. Topic: Transdisciplinarity
• Bartlett, C., Marshall, M., and Marshall, A. 2012. Two-Eyed Seeing and other Lessons Learned
within a co-learning journey of bringing together indigenous and mainstream knowledges and ways
of knowing. Journal of Environmental Studies and Sciences, 2(4): 331-340.
• Bergmann, M., Jahn, T., Knobloch, T., Krohn, W., Pohl, C., and Schramm, E. 2012. Methods for
Transdisciplinary Research – a primer for practice. Campus Verlag, Frankfurt/New York.
• Carew, A.L. and Wickson, F. 2010. The TD Wheel: a heuristic to shape, support, and evaluate
transdisciplinary research. Futures, 42: 1146-1155.
• Hadorn, G.H., Hoffman-Riem, H., Biber-Klemm, S., Grossenbacher-Mansuy, W., Joye, D., Pohl, C.,
Wiesmann, U., and Zemp, E. (eds). 2008. Handbook of Transdisciplinary Research. Springer.
• Klein, J.D. 2013. The trandisciplinary moment(um). Integral Review, 9(2): 189-199.
• Network for Transdisciplinary Research (td-net), website:
http://www.transdisciplinarity.ch/e/index.php
• Pohl, C. 2010. From transdisciplinarity to transdisciplinary research. Transdisciplinary Journal of
Engineering & Science, 1(1), 74-83.
• Pohl, C. 2011. What is progress in transdisciplinary research? Futures, 43:618-626.
• Stanley, D. and Young, K. 2011. Conceptualizing Complexities of Curriculum; Developing a Lexicon
for Ecojustice and the Transdisciplinarity of Bodies. Journal of Curriculum Theorizing 27(1): 36-47.
http://journal.jctonline.org/index.php/jct/article/viewFile/306/97

E. Topic: Indigenous Knowledges ... some key models, theories, and stories plus various associated for
knowledge translation, knowledge mobilization, knowledge synthesis, and knowledge exchange (in
addition to those listed under CCL and AFN)
• ACDE (Association of Canadian Deans of Education). 2010. Accord on Indigenous Education.
http://www.afn.ca/uploads/files/education2/accordonindigenouseducation.pdf
• Anderson, J.F., Pakula, B., Smye, V., Peters, V., and Schroeder, L. 2011. Strengthening Aboriginal
Health through a Place-Based Learning Community. Journal of Aboriginal Health 7(1): 42-53.
http://www.naho.ca/jah/english/jah07_01/07_01_04_place-based-learning.pdf
• Archibald, J.A. 2008. Indigenous Storywork; educating the heart, mind, body, and spirit. UBC Press,
Vancouver.
• Augustine, S. 1998. A Culturally Relevant Education for Aboriginal Youth; is there room for a middle
ground, accommodating Traditional Knowledge and Mainstream Education? MA Thesis.
http://www.nlc-bnc.ca/obj/s4/f2/dsk2/ftp01/MQ36858.pdf
• Augustine, S. Mi’kmaq Creation Story (on-line)
http://www.fourdirectionsteachings.com/transcripts/mikmaq.html
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Blackstock, C. 2007. The breath of life versus the embodiment of life: indigenous knowledge and
western research. WIN-HEC (World Indigenous Nations – Higher Education Consortium).
http://www.win-hec.org/docs/pdfs/cindy.pdf
Blackstock, C. 2008. The Breath of Life – a First Nations alternative to Western social theories.
http://ccs.ukzn.ac.za/files/South%20Africa%20[Compatibility%20Mode].pdf
Blackstock, C. 2011. The Emergence of the Breath of Life Theory. Journal of Social Work Values &
Ethics, Vol. 8, No. 1. http://www.jswvearchives.com/spr11/spr11blackstock.pdf
Cajete, G. 1986. Bits of information from Gregory Cajete’s unpublished doctoral thesis.
http://www.usask.ca/education/ccstu/guiding_documents/cajete_thesis.html
Cajete, G. 1994/1995. Look to the mountain: an ecology of Indigenous education. Durango, CO:
Kivaki Press. http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED375993.pdf
Cajete, G. 1999. Igniting the sparkle: an Indigenous science education model. Skyland, NC: Kivaki
Press.
Cajete, G. 1999. The making of an Indigenous teacher: insights into the ecology of teaching. In J.
Kane (ed), Education, information, and transformation. (pp. 161-183). Upper Saddle River, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Cajete, G. 2000. Native science; natural laws of interdependence. Clear Light Publishers, Santa Fe.
Cajete, G. 2000. Indigenous knowledge: the Pueblo metaphor of Indigenous education. In M.
Battiste (ed.), Reclaiming Indigenous voice and vision. (pp. 181-191). Vancouver, BC: UBC Press.
Cajete, G. 2004. Philosophy of Native Science. Chapter 5 (pp. 45-57) within Part III “Science, Math,
Logic” in: Wanters, A. (ed.), Native American Thought. Blackwell Publishers.
https://www.google.ca/#q=philosophy+of+native+science+cajete
Cajete, G. 2005. American Indian epistemologies. New Directions For Student Services 109: 69-78.
Cajete, G. 2007. Indigenous Paradigm: Building Sustainable Communities. On-line transcript and
video of presentation for Department of Language, Reading and Culture, University of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona, April 23, 2007. http://nnidatabase.org/db/video/greg-cajete-indigenous-paradigmbuilding-sustainable-communities
Cajete, G. 2008. Indigenous Perspectives in GEOSS: An Interview with Dr. Gregory Cajete [GEOSS =
Global Earth Observations System of Systems]. http://www.earthzine.org/2009/04/06/indigenousperspectives-in-geoss-an-interview-with-dr-gregory-cajete/
Cajete, G. 2010. Contemporary Indigenous education: a nature-centered American Indian
philosophy for a 21st century world. Futures 42: 1126-1132.
Cajete, G. as co-editor / co-author on: Four Arrows, Cajete, G., and Lee, J. 2010. Critical
Neurophilosophy and Indigenous Wisdom. https://www.sensepublishers.com/media/215-criticalneurophilosophy-indigenous-wisdom.pdf (url only to page 45 of 142+)
Cajete, G. not dated. Motivating American Indian Students in Science and Math. Manataka
American Indian Council. http://www.manataka.org/page2271.html
Castleden, H., Morgan, V.S., and Lamb, C. 2012. “I spent the first year drinking tea”: Exploring
Canadian university researchers’ perspectives on community-based participatory research involving
Indigenous peoples. The Canadian Geographer 56(2): 160–179.
Christensen, J. 2012. Telling stories: Exploring research storytelling as a meaningful approach to
knowledge mobilization with Indigenous research collaborators and diverse audiences in
community-based participatory research. The Canadian Geographer 56(2): 231–242.
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de Leeuw, S., Cameron, E.S., and Greenwood, M.L. 2012. Participatory and community-based
research, Indigenous geographies, and the spaces of friendship: a critical engagement. The
Canadian Geographer 56(2): 180–194.
Jack, S., Brooks, S., Furgal, C., and Dobbins, M. 2010. Knowledge Transfer and Exchange Processes
for Environmental Health Issues in Canadian Aboriginal Communities. International Journal of
Environmental Research and Public Health 7(2), 651-674. http://www.mdpi.com/16604601/7/2/651
Koster, R., Baccar, C., and Lemelin, R.H. 2012. Moving from research ON, to research WITH and FOR
Indigenous communities: a critical reflection on community-based participatory research. The
Canadian Geographer 56(2): 195–210.
Longboat, D., as co-author on: Sheridan, J. and Longboat, D. 2006. The Haudenosaunee Imagination
and the Ecology of the Sacred. Space and Culture 9: 365-381.
http://jointstewardshipboard.com/New/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/ecology-of-the-sacred.pdf
Longboat, D., Kulnieks, A., and Young, K. 2009. Beyond Dualism: Toward a Transdisciplinary
Indigenous Environmental Studies Model of Environmental Education Curricula. The EcoJustice
Review: Educating for theCommons, 1(1), 1–18. [also: as chapter in 2013 book below]
http://www.ecojusticeeducation.org/images/stories/Articles_Extras/longboat%20kulnieks%20and%
20young.pdf
Longboat, D., as a co-author on: Kulnieks, A., Longboat, D., and Young, K. 2010. Re-Indigenizing
Curriculum: an eco-hermeneutic approach to learning. AlterNative: An International Journal of
Indigenous Peoples 6 (1): 15-24.
http://search.informit.com.au/documentSummary;dn=493830618870095;res=IELIND
Longboat, D, as co-editor of book and co-author of chapters within: Kulnieks, A., Longboat, D., and
Young, K. (Eds.). 2013. Contemporary Studies in Environmental and Indigenous Pedagogies; a
Curricula of Stories and Place. https://www.sensepublishers.com/media/1609-contemporarystudies-in-environmental-and-indigenous-pedagogies.pdf (url only to page 48 of 313+)
o pp 1-6: Introduction to Environmental and Indigenous Pedagogies: an Integrated
Curriculum.
o pp. 9-19: Beyond Dualism: Toward a Transdisciplinary Indigenous Environmental
Studies Model of Environmental Education Curricula [reprinted from EcoJustice 2009].
o pp. 241-258: An Introduction to Indigenous Environmental Studies: from principles into
action.
Longboat, D., as co-author on: Kulnieks, A., Longboat, D., and Young, K. 2013. Engaging Literacies
Through Ecologically Minded Curriculum: Educating Teachers About Indigenous Knowledges
Through an Ecojustice Leadership Approach. in education; exploring our connective educational
landscape (on-line journal – University of Regina) 19 (2).
http://ineducation.ca/ineducation/article/view/149/603
Longboat, D., as co-author on: Kulnieks, A., Young, K., and Longboat, D. 2013. Indigenizing
Environmental Education: Conceptualizing Curriculum that Fosters Educational Leadership. First
Nations Perspectives 5, 1 (2013): 65-81.
http://www.mfnerc.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Section4_Indigenizing-EnvironmentalEducation-Conceptualizing-Curriculum-that-Fosters-Educational-Leadership.pdf
Marshall, M., Mi’kmaq Traditional Knowledge model, in: Bartlett, C., 2013, Primer for Two-Eyed
Seeing and Integrative Science (see within “Integrative Science and Two-Eyed Seeing”). Also as
visual only, see p. 46 in: http://www.integrativescience.ca/uploads/articles/2012-AAEDIRP-BartlettMarshall-Aboriginal-Elders-Recommendations-Two-Eyed-Seeing.pdf
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Marshall, M., Mi’kmaq Seven Sacred Gifts of Life. See visual depiction within numerous Integrative
Science presentations at www.integrativescience.ca; e.g. p. 107 in:
http://www.integrativescience.ca/uploads/articles/2012-AAEDIRP-Bartlett-Marshall-AboriginalElders-Recommendations-Two-Eyed-Seeing.pdf
Michell, H., Vizina, Y., Augustus, C., and Sawyer, J. 2008. Learning Indigenous Science From Place –
Research Study Examining Indigenous-Based Science Perspectives in Saskatchewan First Nations and
Métis Community Contexts. http://iportal.usask.ca/docs/Learningindigenousscience.pdf
Native Science Academy. Website: http://www.silverbuffalo.org/NativeScienceAcademy.html
NCCAH. 2006. Hanson, P.G. and Smylie, J. Knowledge Translation (KT) for Indigenous Communities:
a policy-making tool kit. http://www.nccahccnsa.ca/docs/setting%20the%20context/KT_Policy_Toolkit_Sept26[1].pdf
NCCAH. 2007. Exploring Evidence in Aboriginal Health; Proceedings from the Indigenous
Knowledges Dialogue Circle, Vancouver BC, February 2007. http://www.nccahccnsa.ca/Publications/Lists/Publications/Attachments/31/Exploring%20Evidence%20in%20Aborigina
l%20Health%20-%20(English).pdf
NCCAH. 2010. Susan Jack, Maureen Dobbins, Chris Furgal, Margo Greenwood, Sandy Brooks.
Aboriginal Environmental Health Issues: Researchers’ and Decision-Makers’ Perceptions
of Knowledge Transfer and Exchange Processes. http://www.nccahccnsa.ca/Publications/Lists/Publications/Attachments/68/Aboriginal%20Environmental%20Health%
20Issues%20(English).pdf
NCCAH. 2011. Margo Parkes. Ecohealth and Aboriginal Health: a Review of Common Ground.
http://www.nccahccnsa.ca/Publications/Lists/Publications/Attachments/49/Ecohealth%20and%20Aboriginal%20Healt
h%20(English).pdf
NCCAH. 2012. Michael Saini. A systematic review of Western and Aboriginal research designs;
Assessing Cross-Validation to Explore Compatibility and Convergence. http://www.nccahccnsa.ca/Publications/Lists/Publications/Attachments/54/review_research_designs_web.pdf
NCCAH. 2013. Indigenous Approaches to Program Evaluation. http://www.nccahccnsa.ca/Publications/Lists/Publications/Attachments/125/Indigenous%20approaches%20to%20pro
gram%20evaluation%20EN%20web.pdf
NCCAH. 2014. Carmen Ellison. Indigenous Knowledge and Knowledge Synthesis, Translation, and
Exchange (KSTE). http://www.nccahccnsa.ca/Publications/Lists/Publications/Attachments/127/2354_NCCAH_KTSE_report_web.pdf
Native Science Academy. Website: http://www.silverbuffalo.org/NativeScienceAcademy.html
Pierotti, R., 2011. Indigenous Knowledge, Ecology, and Evolutionary Biology. Routledge, New York.
Rojas, Integrating Mainstream Mental Health Approaches and Traditional Aboriginal Healing
Practices: a literature review. Advances in Social Sciences Research Journal 1 (1) 22-43.
http://scholarpublishing.org/index.php/ASSRJ/article/view/64/ASSRJ-14-0064
Smylie, J. Martin, C.M., Kaplan-Myrth, N., Steele, L., Tait, C., and Hogg, W. 2003. Knowledge
translation and indigenous knowledge. International Journal of Circumpolar Health 63 (Suppl 2),
139-143. http://www.circumpolarhealthjournal.net/index.php/ijch/article/view/17877/20354

